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B.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION — 
JUNE, 2009.

(AY 2004-05 batch onwards)
Third Year

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
Time : 3 hours Maximum marks : 75

SECTION A — (3 × 5 = 15 marks)
Answer any THREE questions.

1. What do you understand by Production Management 
and what are its functions?
EØ£zv ÷©»õs ø © £ØÔ }Â º AÔÁÚ ¯õx  ©ØÖ® Auß  
£oPÒ ¯õø Á?

2. Define  'Production  planning'  and  state  its 
characteristics.
EØ£zv  vmhª kuÀ £ØÔ  Áø µÂ »UPn® u¸P  ©ØÖ® 
Auß  C ¯À¦Pø ÍU SÔ¨ ¤kP.

3. What  is  method  study  and  state  any  two  of  its 
objectives?
•ø Óø ©  B ´Ä  Gß ÓõÀ  Gß Ú?  •ø Óø ©  B ´Â ß  
H÷uÝ ® C µs k SÔU÷PõÒPø ÍU SÔ¨ ¤kP.
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4. Write short notes on EOQ.

EOQ £ØÔ ]Ö SÔ¨ ¦ Áø µP.

5. What is control chart?

Pmk̈ £õmk Áø µ£h® Gß ÓõÀ Gß Ú?

SECTION B — (4 × 15 = 60 marks)

Answer any FOUR questions.

6. Discuss the importance of plant location.

ö uõÈØ\õø » C h Aø ©Â ß  •UQ¯zx Ázø u Â Á›.

7. What  are  the  advantages  of  preventive 
maintenance?

'Á¸•ß  £µõ©›̈ ¦' •ø Ó° ß  |ß ø ©PÒ ¯õø Á?

8. Define the term 'Work measurement'   and explain 
the techniques of work measurement.

'£o  AÍÃk' Áø µÂ »UPn®  u¸P.  ©ØÖ®  £o 
AÍÃmiß  ~m£[PÒ £ØÔ Â ÍUSP.

9. Explain the role of production manager in respect of 
the management of inventory.

\µUS  ÷©»õs ø ©  «uõÚ  EØ£zv  ÷©»õÍ›ß  £oPø Í 
Â Á›.
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10. What  is  quality  control?  What  is  its  relevance  in 
TQM?
uµUPmk̈ £õk Gß ÓõÀ Gß Ú? ö ©õzu uµ ÷©»õs ø ©° À 
Auß  ö uõhº¦ ¯õx ?

11. What is work Study? Explain its importance.
£o B ´Ä  Gß ÓõÀ Gß Ú? Auß  •UQ¯zx Ázø u Â Á›.

12. Discuss the factors to be considered while designing 
a good layout.
J̧  |À»  EÒ Pmhø ©¨ ¦  Aø ©US® ö £õÊ x  PnUQÀ 
ö PõÒÍ ÷Ás ī  PõµoPø Í Â ÍUSP.

————
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